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ASSTRACT

The paper presents the, resultsof a
study, sponsored by the Ship Structure
Coiimittee and administered by the U.S. Coast
Guard Research. and Development Center, which
involved a thorough survey of past strapping
designs on fourteen different classes of

ships. Data on details of past strapping
designs were obtained from various sources
including shipowmers, shipyards,
classification .societie6, and the U.S. Navy.
The variations in the ‘approach to strapping
design details were noted and a methodology
Was developed. for use in preparing strapping
designs for new applications.

INTRODUCTION

During the service lifetime of a ship,
it may be necessary to increase the strength
and stiffness of its hull girder structure
for .a ntunber of reasons. Qne of the most
common methods of accomplishing this purpose
is “strapping”.

Strapping.of ships’ hulls involves the
attachment to the main hull plating of long
and continuous widths of plates that
essentially “strap” the existing structure
and provide additional material to increase
the hull girder section modulus. The reasons
for and the objectives of strapping a ship’s
hull may fall into one or more of the
following categories:

(a)

(b)

(c)

To. imprive thecontinuity of the
structure and to prevent the
recurrence of persistent failures
euch as cracks, severe buckling
and extensive distortion of
plates, stiffeners, etc.

To enable the ship to withstand
more severe service requirements
than that for which it wae
originally designed and built.

To increase the cargo and/or
passenger carrying capacity of
the ship by j~boizing, i.e.
increasing the vessel’s size by
lengthening, widening, deepening
or by any combination thereof.

The use of strapping for category (a)
purposes is very rare in present day
applications; it was resorted to during and
after World War II on early all-welded steel
ships. Riveted crack arresters (straps) were
installed on many T-2 tankers and Liberty
ships to prevent brittle fracture.

Many ships have been strapped in the
past for category (b) purposes. Typical
applications have included changing the
veesel’s service from limited inland
waterways or lake operation to ocean-going
service; converting, a vessel from a dry cargo
carrier to a container carrier or
oil/bulk/ore carrier; and vice verea.

Category” (c) is the most common
justification for strapping and is generally
used in conjunction with jumboizing the
vessel by inserting a new rnidbody. Often in
such cases, the new midbody is constructed to
the original scantlings and inserted between
the fore and aft bodies of the existing ship.
In order to meet the hull girder section
modulus requirements for the now increased
vessel size, continuous doubler plates are
added to extend over both the new midbody and
the existing fore and aft bodies.

This paper discusses the findings from
a Ship StructureCommitteeproject,Reference
#l. The objectives of the study were to
surveypast strappingdesigns with regard to
the method of attachment, longitudinal
extent, location, width and thickness
tapering,and otherdetails of the doublers,
and to developa practicaland cost effective
design approach for future strapping
applications.

To achieve these objectives, survey
questionnaires were sent to the following:

o u-s. based shipowners and
operators

o <Foreign shipowners and operators

o U.S. shipyards

o U.S. Coast Guard

o U.S. Navy
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o Military Sealift Command

o American Bureauof Shipping

o Us. and major foreign
classification societies

The data collected from these sources
are summarized and a methodology for future
strapping designs is presented as well as the
American Bureau of Shipping, Reference #2,
and Bureau Veritas,Reference #3, guitielines
for strapping details.

RESULTS OF SURVEY

After requesting and receiving from the
six major classification societies the lists
of vessels jumboized under their inspection,
it was found that a total of 1551 ships had
been lengthened, widened,or deepened as shown
in Table I. The lists were subjected to an
initial screening to reduce the otherwise
impractical task of searching for information
for all of these 1551 ships. This “effort
reduced the total number of ships to 110 by
limiting the ship types and sizes to those of
immediate interest.”’

Survey questionnaires were sent to the
87 owners end operators of these 110 ships
and responses were received from 28. Only 11
of the responders provided strapping
information and details for their ship(s).
Filled out survey questionnaires and drawings
or sketches of strapping details were also
received form”two shipyards.

In”the end, sufficient information was
obtained for a totalof 14 differentship
classesto include in the study. Table II
lists’these ships by type, classification
society,flag of registry,year strapped,and
the country’where strappingwas accomplished.
The tables in Appendix A summarize the
strapping details compiled for each of these
fourteen ship classes. The data were sorted
in accordance with the following breakdown:

o. Locations “’of strapping on the
ship’s hull.

o Scantltngs and longitudinal
extent of doubler plates.

o. Materials used in strapping.

o Method of joining parallel
doublers.

o Tapering of doubler plate
scantlings.

o Edge preparation.

o Faying surface treatment.

BY reviewing the data and comparing the
details for various ships in each of the
above categories, the summaries given below
were made:

.,-
StrapLocations

On most of the ships, doubler plates
were installed on the deck, andjor the bottom
a“nd/or side shell plating. Figures land 2
show the most widely used strap locations for

typical tanker and container ship hulls,
respectively.

In one ship class, doublers were placed
on the innerbottom p’Iating” and in another
longitudinal” “girders were added on the bottom
instead of doubler plates. Deck and bottom
doublers were placed in” such a manner that
they were “backed-upa by longitudinal
bulkheads or girders.

Scantlinqs and Longitudinal Extent

Doubler plate thicknesses ranging from
3/4” to 2-3/4’ were used on different ships
and the widths of doublers varied from a
minimum of.9n to a maximum of 103”. For most
ships; the longitudinal extent of doublers
was found .to be the midship 40% length but
there were some ships where the doublers were
extended to the midship 6/10 or even to the
midship 2/3 length.

Strappinq Materials

For most applications, the materials used for
doubler plates were found to be of.the same
strength as the underlying hull plating to
which they were attached. The grade of
material for doublers”were changed for some
applications (e.g. ships C, E, K, N, and P)
as required by the classification society
rules for varying plate thicknesses.

Method of Attachment

Doublerplates of varying widths were,
in many cases, attached to the main hull
plating by welding only the two sides and the
ends. Figure 3 shows the typical
arrangements” and welding details for this
method of attachment and lists the ships
where it was used. As seen, the doubler
thicknesses ranged frmn 3/4” to 2.6” and
widths from 14H to 55”. Fillet welds were
used on all but one ship which had bevelled
weld connections.

On several ships, e.g. Ships B, D, and
G, slot welding was employed for doubler
plate widths ranging from 31n to 103°. In
thi$ case, in addition to the fillet welds at
sides and ends of the doubler plate, pre-cut
holes in the doubler were slot welded to
ensure tight fitting. Figure 4 shows the
details of slot welds used on. these three
ships. The slots were originally filled with
an epoxy compound on Ship B to prevent
collection” of water “in the holes. It was
found later however that the epoxy had pulled
away fr’om the sides.of the slot thus allowing
water to seep in and cause corrosion of the
faying surfaces. The epoxy “filling was
removed to remedy the ‘situatian, holes were
blasted and recoated.
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On two ships (ships J and L), two or
more strips of narrow doublers were installed
adjacent to each other in order to avoid slot
welds and these were joined together by full
depth groove welds as shown in Figure 5. The
individual strips were ~~rr and 9“ wide,
respectively.

Three.otherships (A, H, and M) had
wider strips of.doublera,about24”, joined
together by partially welded groove type
connectionsas Showr”lnFigure6.

The, size of fillet welds on the forward
and aft ends of long doubler plates on ships
c aid K were increased to provide
reinforcement as shown in Figure 7. Al $0
illustrated in this figure are the extents,
i.e. the lengths, of -weld reinforcementat
ends for both ships..

“Individual lengths of plates””: that
combine to form a long and continuous doubler
were joined together by butt welding.
Different butt welding details were used
depending on the configuration of the
structure and. the plating thickness. When
the. underlying hulI plating was of uniform
thickness, the detail shown in Figure 8 was
used. The steel backing bar shown in this
figure wa6 used only on two of the ships (A
and H);. The butt welds on the existing hull
plating in way of the doublers were ground
flush prior to installation of straPS.

Where the thickness of underlying hull
plating in way of the”doublers was stepped on
two of the ships ( C and L), the buttwelding
detail,shownin Figure9 was used.

The detail shown in Figure 10, as
applied on Ship D, was used in the butt
welding of a 3/4” thick doubler plate to a 1-
3/.8” thick insert plate on the new midbody.
The -bottom shell “plating was first butt
welded to the insert plate and then back
gouged and chipped to sound metal prior to
butting the doubler to.the insert.

A different buttweld detailwas found
on Ship J where the doubler had,to pass
through a heavy insert plate in way of an
opening on the side shell. The insert Plate,
which was installed to r~inforce the opening,
was both thicker and wider than the doubler
plate as shown in Figure 11. The doubler
Width was gradually increased to match the
width of the insert by means of a transition
piece which was then plug welded to ensure
tightness.

Taperinuof Scantlinqs

Throughout the midship 4/10 to 2/3
1ength, the thicknesses and widths of
doublers were kept constant on all Strappin9
designs. Where the longitudinal extent of
doublers went beyond these midship- lengths
(as required for structural continuity)
however, tapering of doubler scantlings was
employed. Shown in Figure 12 are two
different details of thickness tapering, ‘A”

and “B.” On ships A and H, the doubler plate
thickness was tapered in steps as in “A”
while on ship C it was accomplished in one
step as in “B.” The detail in ‘An was used
where the difference in doubler plate
thickness was too great to allow an untape.red
end. In this case,’ the end of the thicker
plate was ground to forma smooth slope down
to the thickness of the thinner plate and
then butt welded to it. The detail in sketch
B was used in cases where the thickness
difference wa”s minor.

The widths. of doubler plates were
taperedbeyond the specifiedmidship length
even when the thickness was not tapered.
Figure 13. shows the details for two most
common types of width tapering, i.e., single
sided and two sided.

“Edae Preparation

The detailed strapping drawings. for
most of the ship classes studied contained
general notes with instructions for edge
preparation. Some of the notes common to most
ships were thefollowi-ng:

o

0

0

0

0

Any rough cutting or minor
notches on the plating to be
ground smooth and plating to be
faited prior to installation.

Deeper notches to be veed-out,
welded, and ground smooth.

Edges of plating to be kept
clean, free from moisture,
grease, loose mill scale,
excessivelrust or paint in order
to obtain sound welding.

Cornere of all free edges to be
dressed smooth and chamfered from
about 1/16” X 1/16” to about 1/8”
X 1/8” by grinding in order to
minimize notch effects.

Larger chamfers to be provided on
deck” strapping for stress
-streamlining and to reduce
traffic/trippinghazards, and on
bottom strapping to reduce
resistancetoflow.

Shown in Figures14 end 15 are the
details of “end” and nedge” chamfering
applicationsfor some of the ship classes.

FavinaSurfaceTreatment

tione of the.., strapping detail drawings
for the fourteenship classesstudied in this
project specified any faying surface
treatments other than requiring the surfaces
to be free of moisture, grease, 100Se mill
scale, excessive rust, or paint, etc. Some
drawings called ‘for the underlying hull
plating in way of doublers to be made even
and free of ,sny buckling distortions. It was
required that any deformations in hul 1
plating be corrected and faired prior to

....-.
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installation of strapping. Epoxy filling of
the slot welded holes was specified only on
one ship, mentioned earlier, and
accomplished Et this proved to be
undesirable and the epoxy filling. was 1ater
removed.

In-Service Performance

Efforts to obtain in-service
performance data for past strappings from the
various sources were not fruitful. In most
cases, such data “were not available”. Upon
recommendation from the Ship Structure
Committee, the U.S. Coast Guard was requested
to provide such data for U.S. flag ships from
their Inspection Reports Database. Several
inspection reports were received from the
local U.S. Coast Guard ‘Marine Inspectionn
and “Marine. Safety” offices throughout the
United States. Upon review of these reports,
it” Was foundthat data-wereavailable on the
inspectionof doublerson one classof ship
only. For this class”of ship,cracks were
foundin the butt weldsof both the bottom

end the deck’ doublers when inspected after
the vessels had “been returned to service
following lengthening. All extensive
inspection program was undertaken
subsequently in order to identify any other
defects in the butt welds of all doublers on
this vessel. Many were found and repaired
using procedures approved by the cognizant
classification society.

The inspection reports did not identify
the cause of these cracks. It was also not
clear whether they were due to initial weld
imperfections or if they had developed in
service.

Methodology for New Strapping Desions

The strapping of a ship’s hull is part
of a. greater undertaking involving the
conversion design for j@oizing of the
vessel. In general, the structural aspects
of an overall conversion design involve the
following investigations:

o. Review of existing vessel’s
structural background,

o Determination of classification
society rules and USCG
regulations appli~able to the
conversion,

o Determination of the converted
(i.e., ‘lengthened, widened,
deepened) ship’s required hull
girder strength,

o Computation of the section
modulus to meet the required hull
girder strength .on the basis of
longitudinal, and if necessary
torsional, strength analyses,-

0 Computation of the cross-
sectional area to be provided by
the strapping based on the choice

The
conversion

of material to be used in
doublers.

methodology of the complete
desian was bevond the scone of the

SSC project o; which ~his paper ;IS based.
Thereforer the design methodology outlined
here concerns itself solely with the design
of hull strapping details covering the
following areas:

o Selection of proper location(s)
for doublers,

o Scantlings and longitudinal
extent of strapping,

o Attachment. and welding .details,

o Fabrication and inspection,

o Cost effectiveness of design.

Selection of.Strap Locations

Once the required cross-sectional
to be Provided bv the stramina

area
is

determined: the desiqn~r should dec~~e in the
optimum distributio~ of the added steel.
Depending on the amount of additional steel
needed, one or more” doublers may have to be
installed. The number and location of
doubler(s) to be added will be governed by
the type and arrangement of the ship to be
strapped. The” most widely used strap
locations for- tankers and containershi,p were
shown in Figures 1 and 2. The possible
locations shown in these two figures are also
applicable, respectively, to bulk carrier
type vessels and to RO/RO carriers and other
ships of similar design. If the structural
arrangement of the vessel to be strapped is
such that the requi.~ed number of strapi can
be installed on the deck and/or bottom shell
plating, this may be the most cost-effective
approach. Ifr however, the available clear
deck area is limited due to existing
structure, fittings, or other obstructionson
the deck, then locatingthe doublerson the
side shellplating may be the betterchoice.
Side shell doublersmay also be employed if
the additional cross-sectionalarea provided
by the deck and/orbottomshell doublersis
not sufficient to meet the required section
modulusof the jumboizedvessel.

For ships with continuous and effective
deep hatch coemings ~d/or hatch side box
girders of substantial scantlings, it may be
preferable to. install the doublers on the
coamings or box girders.

Practical considerations such as the
availability of dryd~cking facilities may
also play. a role in selecting strap
locations.- In order ..to -eliminate the need
for drydocking, installing the doubler(s) an
the deck,only may result in a less expensive
strapping design.

It becomes evident that a standard
location for do~l~rs applicable to all ships
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cannotbe recommended. Considerationmust be
givento all of the factors discussed above
and the optimum number of straps and their
locations should be decided accordingly.
Consideration should also be given to
locating and arranging especially the deck
doublers in such a manner that they will not
only meet” the cross-sectiOhal area
requirements, but also provide extra
reinforcement for heavy deck loadings, ramps,
O~ings, etc.

In installing the doublers, care must
be taken to maintain sufficient distances
between existing hull butt welds ahd the butt
welds of the strapping, and welding of any
structural members to the doublers should not
be allowed, nor Should my openings-be cut in
the doublers.

SCSntlinCIs and LongitudinalBstent

The longitudinal extent of strapping
should cover at least the midship 40% length
as dictated by’ the classification society
rules. The actual length-of doublers for any
specific ship, however, will depend on its
type md configuration in addition to the
strength requirements. Ifr for example, the
ship to be strapped is a bulk carrier, ‘a
container ship, or a similar vessel with
hatches along most of its length-, any deck
doublers will have to extend beyond the hatch
ends in order to provide structural
continuity andlor to reduce torsional and
horizontalbending stzesseseven if this is
not a longitudinalstrength requirement. In
‘own-type’ ships especially (e.g.
containerships), strapping may have to extend
well forwardand aft to accountfor torsional
stresses. The American Bureauof Shipping,
in Reference #2, recommends that strap ends
should terminate at leas-t two frame spaces
beyond any structural changes in sections
such as hatch ends, superstructures and
bulkheads. It is also recommended that deck
doublers be situated over underdeck
longitudinal girders or bulkheads wherever
possible.

The total required cross-sectional area
of the strappjng may k provided by one or
more doublers of appropriate width and
thickness. The doubler thicknesses, as a
general guideline, should not be less than
the thickness of the underlying hull plating
to which they will he attached. According to
the ABS, the doublers can be up to 50%
thicker than the base ‘plating; Bureau
Veritas, in Reference #3, a“llowsdoubler
thicknessesof twice the base platingup to a
maximum of 40 mm (1.57R)but states that
Otherthicknessesmay he used subjectto the
society’sapproval.

Thickneesselection is also affectedby
the number of doublers to be installedand
the widthof eech doubler. If ampledeck or
bottomshell spaceis available, two or more
doublersof narrow width and ’small thickness
nay he used to achieve “the ‘same cross-

‘> -.’ . sectional area as a singlewider’and thicker

doubler. This will eliminatethe need for
plug weldingthe wide doubler.

Obviously, the designer will have to
take into consideration all of the above
factors in determining the numkers,
scantlings, and the longitudinal extent of
doublers to be installed in strapping of a
specific ship’s hull.

Attachnmnt and Weldinq

The doublers should be attached to the
underlying hull plating by continuous fillet
welds. Individual lengths of doublers should
also be butt welded to each other. In order
to provide proper tightness to prevent
corrosion of the faying surfaces and to
ensure effective shear transfer, the side and
end welding details should he carefully
determined.

For sizing the throat thicknesses of
fillet welds, classification societies
provide some guidance; e.g. ABS recommends
that the throat thickness .should equal one
third of the doubler plate’s thickness and BV
recommends that it could he up to one half
the doubler thickness but not more then 60%
of the underlying hull plating thickness (see
Figure 16].

If the sectionalarea requirementsare
to be met with one or more strips of adjacent
doublers to avoid plug welding, then the
approach shown in Figure 17 could bQ employed
in welding the strips together. The total
area of the doublers can be utilized by
cutting bevels in the plate as shown in the
upper sketch and inverting them as in the
lower sketch. The gap titween two strips
should not be less than the doubler thickness
as recommended by BV. The strips may be
joined together by a full depth groove weld
as shown in Figure 5 or if the doubler plate
is too thick, by a partially welded groove as
in Figure 6.

The butt welds used in joining separate
lengths of doubler plates can be made aa
shown in Figure 18. The installation of a
thin backing bar and a continuous ful 1
penetration weld is recommended by BV.
Figure 19 showsthe doublerbutt weld to be
utilized in cases where the existingshell
platingthickne6sis reducednear the ends of
the doublerlength.

When it Imcomes necessary to join
doubler platesto a wider insert plate, the
arrangement shown in Figure 11 may be
employed. A slotwelded transitionpiece 1S
fittedbetween the insert and the doublers.
The. combinedwidth of the doublerplateand
the existinghull platingshould match the
width of the insert plate. Dimensional
detailsof doublerbuttwelds may be selected
from those given in Figures 8, 9 and 11, as
appropriate,

As stated earlier, slot welding should
be avoided whenever possible by utilizing
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FIGURE16

&

FIGURE17

several. narrow doublers instead of a single
wide doubler. However, if for unavoidable
reasons a wide doubler has to be installed
whose width exceeds 30 times-its thickness,
it should be plug welded to the underlying
hull plating. This can be accomplished by
means of cutting holes of the size ~d
spacing shown in Figure 4 and ’weldimg the
circumference of the slots.

In all cases, classification society
review and approval of the design is required
prior to installation of strapping.

The extreme forward and aft ends of
doublers may be subjected to repeated high
stress fluctuations and therefore to
resulting fatigue failures. Since the
allowable stress ranges for the ends of long
and narrow plates are only about one half of
those at the sides, it is recommended that
some end reinforcing be provided. This CSU
be accomplished by increasing the throat
thickness at the ends for a length equal to
two or. three times the doubIer width. The
amount of throat thickness increase
recommended by ABS is from 3/10 of doubler
thickness to 1./2 and.by BV from 1/2 to 7/10.

In order to improve the s~ructu:al
continuity .and to reduce the risk of tripPln9
by personnel, the corners of all free edges
of doublerplates should be dressedsmooth
and chamfered by grinding to 1/16’ x 1/16” or
l/8” x 1/8”. Chamfering also serves to

minimize the notch effect. The approach
shown in Figure 14 may be utilized in
chamfering.

The forward and aft partions of
doublers extending beyond the midship 40%
lengthcsn be taperedin width and thickness.
If such extensions are smallcompared to the
overallstrapping length,onlywidth tapering
may k used as shown in Figure.13. If
however, the doublers have to continue
extensively beyand the midshiplength in-a
specific,application,thicknesstapering may
be combinedwith width.tapering. .DetaiJsfor
thicknesstaperingmay be as shown in Figure
..
11.

Fabrication” and Inspection

Following preparations should be made
and precautions taken prior to installation
of strapping on the ship’s hull:

o The .exist@g hull end the new
midbody plating to be strapped
should be flat, fair, and well
supported by existing longi-
tudinal structural members.

o If the plating is buckled or.
otherwise unfair, any fairing or
repairs to the axisting plating
should be.accomplished prior- to
installation of doublers.

o Existing. hul:l or hew mibody
erection butts must be ground
flush;. undercuts, if any exist,
should be repaired; weld spatters
and burrs at ends should be
removed..

o, Faying surfaces should k clean,
free of, moisture and any foreign
materials such as grease, mill-
scaler paint or rust. An
ordinary thickness of primer
coating or a thin linseed oil
coating may k allowed, upon
approval by the classific”atio”n
society, provided it is
demonstrated that their use will
have no adverse effect on” the
production of satisfactory welds.

o Awelding specification.ehould be
prepared .,detailing the welding
procedure on the basis of
cognizant classification
society’.a n.iies.

o. Preheating and temperature
maintaqance requirements for
welding high strength steels in
accordancewith the rulesmust be
observed.

9 A proper .yelding sequence for
installing doublers should be
established in accordance with
the rules of the. cognizant
classification society.

L._..

,...

\\._ .,
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0 In installing doublersin way of
hull erection joints, a short

‘ section of the doubler (about .3
ft. in length) may be left
unwe’lded until after completing,
testing, and flush grinding the
hull joint,

All doubler plates should k-s thoroughly
inspected before, during and after the
welding operations”in the course of the
6trapping. Visual inspections should be
supplementedby ultrasonic,dye-penetrantand
magnaflux testing, and by radiography as
required by the cognizant classification
fiocietyrules and called for by their
surveyors.

Cost Effectiveness of Deaian

With the objective of developing the
most cost effective design for the strapping
of a ship’s hull,” the designm should
consider the following recommendations:

o Determine the optimum locations
of doublers on the basis of ease
of construction (i.e. minimum
amount of removal/re-
installation, ample support from
existing structure, etc.]

o If the vessel is not to be
drydocked for other reasons,
investigate the possibility of
using only deck, sheer strake, or
“inher bottom doublers to avoid
drydocking the vessel for
strapping purposes. Doublers at
these locations may be “installed
while the vessel is- af 1oat
provided adequate provisions are
uiade to avoid undue hogging or
sagging stresses.

o Utilize the additional material
provided by deck doublers in
reinforcing heavy deck loadings,
rampjhatch openings, etc. if such
-ist on the ship.

o Extend the doublers sufficiently
beyond the rule required midship
length to obtain good atxuctural
continuity and to avoid costly

“additions/reinforcements in later
stages of the strapping
installation.

o Seiect the o$timum and most
economicalnumbers and widths of
doublersto be installed keeping
in mind the fact that the more
the number of doublers the
greater the cost of welding
operations. If the required
reinforcement can be provided by
installing only one doubler plate
of reasonable width and
thickness, select this option and

determine the best location for
it.

o Assure compatibility of the
strapping material with existing
hull plating, i.e. if the base
plating “is Grade B steel, than
the doublers should also be at
least Grade B end may be of
higher grade to meet
Classification Society rules
and/or to provide increased notch
toughness.

o Avoid designing very thick
doublers, if possible, since they
require multiple pass welding
which is labor intensive and
therefore costly.

o It the requiredreinforcementcan
only be obtainedby installinga
thick doubler of maximum
allowablewidth,conducta trade-
off study and try installingtwo
parallel doublers of smaller
thickness and narrower width.
Include in this analysis the
considerationof the -tra length
of welding required for the two
straps versus the extra amount of
welding passes needed for the
single thick doubler:

o Avoid plug welding (which is a
costly operation) by using
narrower doublers unless
absolutely dictated by the
particular configuration of the
ship and the complexity of
obstructions on the deck.

CONCLUDINGREMARKS

The hulls of very many ahips have been
strapped for various reasons since the days
of riveted and early all-welded steel shipa.
Most of these strappings have performed
successfully throughout the years while
others reportedly have had problems in
service, sometimes leading to serious
failure.

Strapping usually involves increasing a
ship’s size by the addition of a new midbody
or a new fore or aft body. It essentially
changes the ship into something otherthan
that for which it was originally designedand
built.

Frequently however, for reasons of
economics and available scheduling time,
strapping proves to be the most feasible
approach to make further use of an otherwise
idle or inefficient existing vessel in a new
service or trade. This is why a review of
the six major classification societies’
records revealed that a total of 1551 ships
had been jumboized, many involving strapping.

It was found during this search that an
interesting and novel approach was used in
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the lengt@ing of one specific ship. The
original design of this ship had allowed for
the installation of a future midbody of a
specified length. The future midbody would
have a deck box girder which would be
installed at the time of lengthening. It is
apparant that in a case like this, strapping
would not be necessary. But if the original
design of the existing vessel did not allow
for the insertion of a new midbody, as
happens in most cases, then strapping would
again- probably be proven to be the mo6t
economical approach. Otherwise the deck box
girder of the new midbody would have to be
extended forward and aft, over 4Q% of the new
midship length, on the-iating hull as well.
Thi~ would have keen a labor-intensive and
therefore costly approach.

Other alternative approaches to provide
the additional Bection modulus needed are
also possible. Examples are installing
longitudinal girders on the deck, innerbottom
or the bottom of the ship. But these would
probably require extensive ripouts/ramovals
on moEt ships and- would likewise prove to be
labor htensive and uneconomical compared to
strapping of the hull.

The survey of past strapping designs
undertaken for this study represents a small
portion of all the ships on which hull
strapping were installed. .For various
reasons as stated by the responding
organizations (such ag the records having
been: lostfmisplaced, ships having gone out of
senicer shipyards having gone out of
businegs,no inspection records having been
kept, etc.), it was possible to extract
sufficifmtly detailed data for only fourteen
classes of ships after extensive
correspondence with the sources. Relevant
data for other strapping applications were
just not available from the owners, operators
or shipyards involved. It would have been
desirable to-have a much broader databaae and
to conduct a more relt~le evaluation of past
strapping which could result in a clear
determination of successful and unsuccessful
designs employed in each case.

Based on the review of data obtained
for the aforementionedfourteenship classes,
it was not possibleto judge if any of these
past strapping designs were unsuccessful.
Respondents aII stated that their designs
were successful and that no specific
structuralproblems had been experiencedwith
strapping duringthe in-service performance
of theirships.

It was nevertheless ~ssible to note
the. variations in the design details
encountered in some applications and to adopt
one design detail in preference to another
less desirable application for inclusion into
the recommended strapping design methodology.

insertion) has to be lengthened to ;erve in a
new capacity or trade. It is hoped that the
guidelines provided in this paper will prove
useful in developing a customized strapping
design for application to any s~cific ship.

It is highly desirable that the
experience from past strapping designs be
collected and fed back to the designers. One
possibleway of accomplishing this is to-have
one central authority collect all original
designs and inspection results for ships with
hull strappings in a eeparate and dedicated.
database.

The”USCG inspection database curreatly
contains some data for U.S. flag merchant
ahips. It is recommended that specific
instructions be added for the USCG inspectors
to at least visually ~amine ’hull strapping,
if present, on every occasion even if it does
not seem necessary.. If the visual
examination .reveala any defects, then
appropriate additional inspections such as
ultrasonic, magnaflux, or dye-penetrant
testing should he requested. The results of
doublerinspectionsshouldbe recorded in a
separate,data file for easy retrieval. This
will make it possible to maintain a running
record for the in-service performance of
doublers, so that the more successful
applications may he identified and utilized
in future hull strapping of shipk.
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ANALYSISOF DATA FROM PAST, STRAPPING DESIGNS
i--

/’”

SHIP A B c

Year Built: 1952 1984 1980
Type, Original: Bulk Carrier Tanker Containership
Type, Converted: Self-Unloader Tenker Containership
Year/Country: 75/u*s.A. f14/u.s.A. 85/Japan
Classification: ABs ABs MS
New Midbody: 120FT 144 FT 100 FT
L/D Original: 9.0 10.2 12.9
L/DConverted: 10.7 12.6 14.B

General ,. StrappingonDeck; StrappingonDk only StrappingonDeck,
Descriptionof Add’1 girderat Designchanged to Sheer Strake&
Strapping: bottominlieuof jumbobeforecon- Bottom Shell

of strapping struction started

St aDDr inqDetails:.
DeckStraps DeckStraps DeckStraps,eachside

Extent 2/3L + 75’ 0.6L 0.55L(FromE.R.Bhd
Sizeeachside 1 x 70.5””X2“ 2 x 04”x 0.75’ toFwdEndofWide

(Splitto 3 X 23.5’ lx 103” XO.75’ Hatches)
Strips) 3 X 24”X 2.6”

.
Material Gr C Normalized AH 32 GradeE
Base 1.35”Dk 0.63/0.59AH32Dk 1.7”GradeE Dk

Middle Attachment 1/2’ X 3/8* Root 1-1/2” x 3“ slot w None
Groove W.

Side Weld 1/2” Fillet 3/8”Fillet 3/4”Fillet
End Weld 1/2’Fillet 3/8”Fillet 1“Fillet
ButtWeld 25 X 3/0RootGap 45 X O RootGap 40-X l/4”RootGap

WithShim Withoutshim WithoutShim

ThicknessTapering To”l.5”/l.125n None To 1.5”atends
Fwd. 2/3 L in steps outside 0.4L

Width Tapering From 23.5* to 6“ R From fullwidth From24”to 6“R
to 24”in18FT

SideChamfer None 3:1to 1/2’ l/16n

End Chamfer 30 to 5/8’ 3:1 to 1/2’ 3:1 to 1“ at ends
andsides

Remarks No Structural
ProblemsInSeNice
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ANALYSIS OF DATA FROM PAST STRAPPING DESIGNS

#
SHIP c (contd) C (contd) D

YearBuilt: 1967
Type,Original: GeneralCargo
Type,Converted: Containership
Year/Country: 72/U.S.A.
Classification: ABs
NewMidbody: 90’
L/DOriginal: 12.0
L/DConverted: 14.0

General Long‘1BNDinstalled
Descriptionof toformBoxGirder
Strapping atTop.Existing

bottomconnectedto
heavyinsertinnew
mldbodyby strapp$ng

“s~
BottomStraps SheerStrakeStra~q Bottom Straps

atent, (Each Side) 0.5L (Each Side) 0.55L 0.4 L
Size each side 10 x 18” x 1.3’ 1’X 19” X 2.6” 1 x 84’ x 0.75”

Material GradeD GradeE ASTMA441
Base 7/8’ Gr.B Shell 1.7”Grade E ASTMA441 5/6” shell

(~n:r Strake)
MiddleAttachment None (SlotWeld)

SideWeld ~ 7/16”Fillet 3]4”Fillet ( ) Fillet
End Weld 5/8”Fillet 1“Fillet ( ) Fillet
ButtWeld 40= X 1/4’RootGap 40°X 1/4”RootGap H/A

w/oShim w/oShim

ThicknessTapering To 3/4’atabout5’ To 1.5” atendsin None
fromends stepsoutside0.4L

WidthTapering From18”to 4“R From19”to 5“R N/A

SideChamfer 1/16’ l/16n N/A

End.Chamfer. 3:1 to 7/8” at edge s 3:1 to l! at ends
of 1.3’ doubler, no end sides
chafers in 1/4’ end
doubler.

Remarks ., Fillet and Slot
Welding details”not
available

,.
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ANALYSIS OF DATA _ PAST STRAPPING DESI~S

SHIP E- E (contd) F

YearBuilt: 1981 1907
TypeOriginal: Containership Containership
Typa,Converted: Containership Same(DesignProposal)
Year/Country: 1981/Japan 198a/w* Germany
Classification:LR ABs
NewMidbody: 96~ ;;~”
L/DOriginal: 11.4
L/DConverted: 12.9 12:3

General HatchsideBoxGirder HatchsideBoxGirder
Descriptionof w/strapsand installedw/straps
Strapping strappingonbottom

shellinstalled

StraminaDetai~~:StrapsonBox BottomStraps StrapsonBox

Extent N/A N/h l/3Linwayof new
Size,eachside 2 x 14”x 1.57’ 2 x 21’ x 1.5” midbody

1 x 17.7”x 1.57’ 2 X 17.7’X 2.76’

Material DH Gr.D EH
Base 1,57”DH 3/4” Shell,Gr.B 2.2”EHBoxSidePi..

MiddleAttachmentNone None None

SideWeld 1/2”Fillet(Bevel) 1/2”Fillet(Bevel) 5/0”Fillet
End Weld. Same Same 5/8’Fillet
ButtWeld N/A N/k lJ/A

ThicknessTaperingN/A N/A None

WidthTaperi.ng N/A N/A 15 bothsideto
1“R tipend

SideChamfer 25 to 1’ 25 to 1’ None

EndChamfer N/h N/h 15 to 5/0’

Remarks Weldingdetailsnot Weldingdetailsnot
available. available
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ANALYSISOFDATAPROMPASTSTllhPPINGDESIGNS

SHIP G H H

YearBuilt: 1973 1958
TypeOriginal: Ro/Ro GreatLakesBulk
Type,Converted: Ro/RoContainershipSsme
Year/Countiy: f12/U.S.A. 71/U.S.A.
Classification: ABs ABs
New14idbody: ‘126.5FT 96FT

.,

L/DOriginal: 10.7 N/A
L/DConverted: 12.8 N/A

Gi4nera’1-“” NewBoxGirderfor Strapping”onhck
Descriptionof new containerHolds.andBottomShell
Strapping Strappingon Inner

Bottom
$traminaDetail:

I.B.Straps OK Straps
Extent

BottomShellStraps
0.4L 2/3L 2/3L

Size,eachside 1 X 66”X 1.25” 1 x 75”x 1.75” 3 x 16”x 1.5””
1 X 31”X 1.25”

‘%~;s;” 3 X 25”

Material Gr. B Gr. D
Base tJ/A

.Gr. D
H/h l//A

“MiddleAttachment 1-1/2”x 3“slot 1/2’X 1/2”Root None
Weld Groove W.

Side Weld ( ) Fillet l/2a Fillet 7/16” Fillet
End Weld ( ) Fillet 1/2”Fillet 7/16”Fillet
ButtWeld N/A 25 X 3/8”RootGap 25 X 3/8’RootGap

wjshim wishim

ThicknessTaperingNone Yes,beyond2/3L Yas, beyond2/3L

WidthTapering Yes To 6’RTip in 3 Ft To 4-1/2”R Tipin I
FT

SideChamfer N/A GroundSmooth GroundSmooth

EndChamfer N/h “30 to 5/8” 30 to5/8”

.
~ Weldingsizesnot

available

‘k..../

~.<.....

‘..-.
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ANALYSISOFDATA_ PAST STRAPPINGDSBIGNS

SHIP

YearBuilt:
Type Original:
Type, Converted:
Year/Country:
Classification:
New midbody:
L/DOriginal:
L/DConverted:

General
Descriptionof
Strapping:

St raminaDetail

Extent
Size,eachside”

Material
Base

Middle Attachment
Side Weld
End Weld
ButtWeld”

ThicknessTapering

WidthTapering.

SideChamfer
EndChamfer

-

J

GeneralCargo
Container/Gen.Cargo
72/U.S.A.
ABs
97.5 FT
11.3
13.7

Add Longl BHD installed to
formBoxGirderin
wayofnewcontainer
holds;strappinginstalled
Deckandsheerstreke

on

Xc k Strav SideStra~

0.5L
lx30’xl,2’/l.38”*
(Splitto2X15”
Strips)

Gr.B
1/1/8”Gr.B

FullGrooveW.
5/0-/7/8”Fillet
Seine
30 X3/8’Root
Gap
w/oShim

None

N/A

1*5’ to 3/4’/1”
N/A

O*4L
1X30’X1”
(Splitto
2X15”Strips

Gr.B
3/4”Gr.B

FullGroove}
5/8”Fillet
Same
30 x 3/0”
Root Gap
WIO Shim

None

To 9’ end
width in las’
10FT

None
None

EDeckstrapsmovedoutboardin
wayofdeckhouseandthickness
increasedfrom1.2” to 1.38’
for compensation.

K

Containership
Containership
84/W.Germany
GL
99FT
10.6
12.7

Strappinginstalledon
HatchSideCoaming
andbottomshell

Hatch
SideStraps

N/A
1X35.4”X1.26”

Gr.D
1/2’Gr.B

None
1/4”Fillet
3/8’Fillet
N/A

None

N/A

None
N/A

Bottom

m

0.4L
3x55”xo.75m

Gr.B
Gr.B

None
1/4”Fillet
3/8”Fillet
N/A

None

To.24”inlast
2 framespace

None
None
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ANALYSISOFDATAFRW!PASTSTRAPPING-DESIGNS

SHIP L L (contd).-- M

YearBuilt:- 1977
TypeOriginal: NavyEscort Multi-Purpose
Type,Converted: NavyEscort Multi-Purpose
Year/Country: 83/U.S.A. f34/U.S.A.
Classification: ABs
NewMidbody: o 126 FT
L/D Original: 13.6 9.4
L/DConverted: 11.3

General Strappinginstalled StrappingInstalled
Descriptionof onBottomandSheer onDecktosuitnew
Strapping Straketo increase “: length~d loading

payload/draft .. condition

StrapninaDetails:.SideStrap : Bottom Strap DeckStraps

Extent N/A N/A Varies .,.

Size. each side 1 x 18” x“3/4’ “1X 18n X,3/4’ ‘“ P/S 2X (3X24n) X 1’
(splitto2x 9“) .(Splitto 2 X 9’) S1X(7X24’) X1’,. P1X(4X24’) X1”

(allsplitto24’
strips)

Material HY 80 Ms.
Base HY 80 M.S.

MiddleAttachinentFullGrooveW. FullGrooveW. l/2nX 3/0””Root

SideWeld
Groove W.

5/8’ Fillet “5/8’Fillet 7/16”Fillet
End Weld 5/8’Fillet 5/8”Fillet 7/16”Fillet
ButtWeld Single45 Bevel Single45 Bevel~~ 30 X 3/8”RootGap

w/ 174”RootGap w/ 1/4’RootGap w/oshim
w/oshim w/oshim

ThicknessTaperingNone ‘None None

WidthTapering To 6’ widthin last To 6“widthinlast Yes
24” 24m

SideChamfer 1/8”X 1/8” t1/8”X 1/8- None

EndChamfer Same , Same None

Remarks

,..

‘...... ..

..-
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ANALYSIS OF DATA ~ PAST STRAPPING DESIGNS

SHIP N N (contd) N (contd)

YearBuilt: 1972
TypeOriginal: Containership
Type,Converted: Containership
Year/Country: 1984/S.Korea
Classification: LR
NewMidbody: 52.4 FT
L/D Original: 10.B
L/D Converted: 11*5

&meral Strapping on
Descriptionof Coaming, Deckand
Strapping Bottom

StrapplnqDetails:CoaminaStraps DeckStra~s BottomStravs

Extent 0.41L ‘O.48L 0.43L
Sizeeachside 1 @ 29,52”X1.77” 2 @ 29.52”X1.77” 2 @21.65”Xl.26”

Material GRE GrE GRD
Base MSCoaming MSDk” MS ~Ott

MiddleAttachment None None None

SideWeld ( ] Fillet ( ) Fillet ( ] Fillet
End Weld ( ) Fillet ( ) Fillet ( ) Fillet
ButtWeld N/h N/A N/h

ThicknessTaperingN/h N/A N/Ii

WidthTapering Ratioabt.3:1 Ratioabt.3:1 Ratioabt.3:1
AM 50%Of Width Abt.50%ofWidth Abt.50%ofwidth
@ Ends @ Ends @ Ends

SideChamfer N/A N/h N/h

EndChamfer N/A N/A N/h

Remarks No structural Welding sizes not Welding sizes not
problems while in available. available.
se~ice.

Welding sizes not
available.
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ANALYSIS OF DATA- PAST STRAPPINGDMI@iS

SHIP

Year “Built:
‘Type Original:
Type, Converted:
Year/Country:
Classification:
New Hidbody:
L/DOriginal:
L/DConverted:

General
Description of
Strapping

Extent
Size,each side

Material
Base

MiddleAttachment

SideWeld
End Weld
ButtWeld

ThicknessTaper:

WidthTapering

SideChamfer

EndChamfer

~

ng

P

1972
Containership “
Containership
1984/S.Korea
LR
49.4FT
10.0
11.4

Strappingon Deck
and BottomShell

Midshipto0.24LFwd
3 @ 26.38nXl.77nP/S

GRE/EH36
!4SEH36

None

( ) Fillet
) Fillet

A/h

RatioAbt.3:1

Retiohbt* 2:1
Abt 10%ofWidth

e Ends
N/h

N/A

No stmctural
problems re~rted in
se~ice.
Welding sizes not
available.

P“ (contd)

3ottom ShellStranq

).49L
1@ 24.61*X 1.00”

ione

[ ) Fillet
[ ) Fillet
f/A

IatioAbt..3:1

IatioAbt,2:1
10%ofWidth@ Ends

(/A

f/h

I
,.
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Robert A. Sielski designedtoa 3,800 tondisplacementbut soongrewto
/’7 4,500tons and so the longitudinalstrengthhad to be

I’dWetocommentinonepartfromaNavyperspective. increased.Thatstartedabouttenyearsagoandsincethen
-# Oneof theshipsyoulistedis ourFFG-7classwhichgot wehavenothadanyrep-k ofanyfailuresoranyother

strapsfora diHerentreasonthanmostof them. Rather problemsassociatedwiththestrapping,Sofar,sogti
than lengthening,the fact that the shipwas originally butwe’lltrytokeepoureyesonit asitdevelops.
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